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Bounds on many-body resonances

Erik BALSLEV (*)
University of Aarhus, Denmark

and
Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton

Inst. Henri Poincaré,

Vol. 47, n° 2, 1987, Physique theorique

ABSTRACT. - For multiplicative, dilation-analytic pair potentials
converging to zero at infinity we prove that the set of resonances of the
Schrodinger operator forms a bounded set in any angular region of the
associated Riemann surface bounded away from the set of accumulation

points of resonances and from the limiting directions of the cuts defining
the angular region.

RESUME. 2014 On demontre que, pour des potentiels a deux corps multi-
plicatifs, analytiques par dilatation et tendant vers zero a l’infini, l’ensemble
des resonances de l’opérateur de Schrodinger forme un ensemble borne
dans tout secteur angulaire de la surface de Riemann associee qui ne
s’approche pas de 1’ensemble des points d’accumulation des resonances
et des directions limites des coupures qui definissent Ie secteur angulaire.

INTRODUCTION

Bounds on resonances of two- and three-body Schrodinger operators
with dilation-analytic, short-range potentials were obtained in [4 ], based
on estimates of the symmetrized Faddeev kernel. In the present paper
these results are generalized to n-body operators with dilation-analytic,
multiplicative pair potentials converging to zero at infinity.

(*) The author would like to thank the Institute for Advanced Study for its hospi-
tality and the National Science Foundation for financial support under Grant No.
DMS-8610730 (1) (1.6).
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186 E. BALSLEV

The proof is based on estimates of the connected kernel Q of the
Weinberg-van Winter equation (cf. [2 ]), where (~e(2014 a, a) is the dilation

angle (0  ~ ~ 2014 j and’ is in the complement of the union of the set of
half-lines {03BB + }, being the set of thresholds of the
complex-dilated operator Adding a rather weak uniformity condition
on the families of complex-dilated pair potentials we obtain estimates
of I(q&#x3E;, Q on half lines ~, + uniformly in ~p and ~, as long as the
distance of the half-lines ~, + from ~%~ is bounded below by some
positive number. From these uniform estimates we prove boundedness of
the set of resonances in certain regions of the Riemann surface associated
with the given operator. If ~I(03C6, 03BB +  1, then ( = 03BB + is
not a resonance on the particular sheet of the Riemann surface defined
by ~, and ~p. The results may be described in more detail as follows.
The Riemann surface associated with an n-body problem may be very

complicated due to the fact that the real and complex thresholds, which
are the branchpoints of the surface, may accumulate at both real and
complex threshold, their accumulation points may accumulate, etc., the

process terminating after a finite number of steps with the zero-threshold.
Under our very general conditions on the potentials the estimates of

the norm of I(q&#x3E;, () depend on the distance of ~ from the cuts with direc-
tion As the branch points accumulate, the distances between adjacent
cuts go to zero and the estimating constants go to infinity. Therefore it is
possible that the resonances go to infinity as the branch points accumulate,
which define the sheets of the Riemann surface on which the resonances
lie. We therefore consider a region bounded by an interval (/)/, ~,") between
consecutive real thresholds and ~," and the limiting half-lines ~,’ + 
/)/’ + Within this region we restrict the attention to those sheets of the
Riemann surface which are defined by the finite number of branch points
with a minimum distance 8 from the set of accumulation points of the
threshold set.
Even with this restriction resonances may go to infinity along the

bounding half-lines ~/ + and /)/’ + IR +, since the estimates are
not uniform in ~p up to ~p = 0 and ~p = a. Also resonances may go to infinity
along a finite number of half-lines 03BBi + 03BB’  03BBi  03BB", 0  03C6i  a,
with the property that they contain two complex thresholds. This is due
to the non-uniformity of the estimates on half lines ~, + passing
between the two thresholds, as ~ -~ ~,i, ~p -~ (~.

Taking these restrictions into account, our main result (Theorem 3.9)
is that for every 8 &#x3E; 0 resonances form a bounded set in the region bounded
by (~, ~.") and the half lines ~,’ + + with omission
of the sectors bounded by the half-lines 03BBi + and on all sheets
of the Riemann surface defined by thresholds of distance at least 8 from
the set of accumulation points of the threshold set.
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187BOUNDS ON MANY-BODY RESONANCES

In the 3-body case the above result generalizes those of [4] by allowing
long-range potentials and by not assuming complex thresholds to be
simple resonances. On the other hand, we require local singularities to be
at most like r -1 + E, whereas r - 2 + E type singularities are allowed in [~].
Two complex thresholds on the same half-line do not cause any problem
in [4 ], because the results of [4] are based on estimates uniform up to the
cuts. For the same reason the results of [4] rule out that resonances can go
infinity along provided the potentials have short range boundary
values as ~p --+ a _ . Finally, for potentials going to zero faster then r - 2 - £
the possibility that resonances go to infinity along is ruled out by
establishing estimates uniform in 03C6 up to 03C6 = 0. It seems likely that these
results hold in the n-body case, but their generalization would require
more refined techniques.

1. NOTATIONS AND BACKGROUND

Let S = {1, ..., ~ } be a system of n particles with masses m 1, ..., mn .
A cluster C is a subset of S containing at least two particles. Let

Cp = { 1, ... , p }, let be the position vector from the center-of-mass
of 

. 

and r~~ _ 1,~ = r~~ _ 1 ~~ I , r 12 + rC2, 3 + ... + rCp _ 1 ~p. A
decomposition D is a partition of S into a set of disjoint clusters and single
particles. We write D = Dk, if D contains m clusters C1, ..., Cm and k - m
particles. Set r2D03BA = r2C1 + ... + We write Dj c Dk if l &#x3E; k and every
cluster of Dl is contained in some cluster of Dk. Pairs are denoted by x,
f3, etc. A pair a is identified with the decomposition containing a.

, 

DEFINITION 1.1. - Let D and Dk be decompositions with clusters

G1, ... , Gm and C1, ... , Ck respectively. Let i = and let

rij be the distance between the centers-of-mass of Gi and Cj if Gi n 0.
Let Dk be the decomposition obtained by connecting all particles which
are connected in either D or Dk. Let

LEMME 1. 2. i) Let C1 and C2 be clusters of the decomposition Dk+ 1,
suppose that Dk is obtained from Dk + 1 by joining C1 and C2 and let i E C 1,
j E C2. Then

Vol. 47, n° 2-1987.
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ii) Let D, Dk, Dk and rD,D03BA be given as in Definition 1.1. Then there
exists C &#x3E; 0 such that

Proof - i) is proved in [2] ] Lemma 1.1. To prove ii), consider one
term r G= + Then Gi n 0, for some particle p E C~ 
hence 

J - ~P

and ii) follows.
We shall make use of the spaces Lp = and the weighted L~-spaces

L~ = L~(1R3) defined for s &#x3E; 0 by

Let 0  a ~ 03C0 2 and Sa = {03C1ei03C6|p &#x3E; 0, - a  03C6  a . } Let be the

unitary group of dilations on L 2(1R3{n- 1») defined by

The symmetric operator V in L 2(1R3) is Sa-dilation-analytic, if V is 
pact and the function V(p) = on IR+
has an analytic extension V(z) to Sa. We set = Note that if V is
multiplicative, then V(z) is multiplicative for all z E Sa (cf. [1 ]).
We assume that the interaction V is a sum of pair potentials V« = 

satisfying the following conditions, formulated for a real-valued, measurable
function v on 1R3:

(At) The operator of multiplication by v is Sa-analytic.
(A2) For some q  3  p, s &#x3E; 0 and all 03C6 E ( - a, a), there exist decom-

positions

such that the maps ~p ~ ~p ~ w(~p) are continuous from ( - )
to Lp n Lq and L~, respectively. Moreover, there exists for every E &#x3E; 0
a function gE E Lp n Lq such that

Under the assumption (Al) a selfadj oint, analytic family H(z) is defined
for z E Sa by

such that for fixed ~e(2014 )

Henri Poincaré - Physique theorique



189BOUNDS ON MANY-BODY RESONANCES

For any cluster C and any decomposition D we define and by

The resolvents are denoted by R(z,0, etc. We set

= 0 = 0, etc. The spectrum, essential spectrum,
discrete spectrum, point spectrum and resolvent set, which depend on ~p
only by ( 1. 2), are denoted by and respectively.
The connected parts 0 and 0 and the disconnected part

the resolvent 0 are given by

where ¿ is over all sequences of decompositions and ~ is

Dyi-ic...cDk 

over all sequences of pairs such that connects two clusters from D~
to form a cluster from 

The Weinberg-van Winter equation will be used in the forms _

A threshold 03BB of is a sum of discrete eigenvalues i of operators
of disjoint clusters Q. Let denote the set of thresholds 

The spectrum of was characterized in [3 ] as follows :
The spectrum ~(~p) of consists of

f) 6e(~) _ ~ ~, + e 2 i~p ~ + ~ ,~, E ~ (~P) ~
ii) 6d = 

iii) contained in the angle bounded by 03BBe + and 03BBe
where 03BBe = min {03BB E n [R } and otherwise independent of 03C6 unless
a point gets absorbed by 

Vol. 47, n° 2-1987.
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DEFINITION. 2014 The set R of resonances of H is defined by R = U 
Let /).’  ~" be two consecutive real thresholds of H, and let I = (~,’~,").
Let OI be the domain bounded by I and the half-lines 03BB’ + e- 2iaR+, 03BB" + IR + .
For ~ &#x3E; 0, let be the domain bounded by I and the half-lines 
03BB" + The set of thresholds in OI and O~I are denoted by JI and J~I
respectively. The set of resonances in OI and O~I are denoted by RI and R~I
respectively. For any cluster C and consecutive real thresholds (~,/~)
of Hc, we denote by RCI and the resonances of Hc in (91 and O~I respec-
tively. The distance between two sets Al and A2 is denoted by 
For b &#x3E; 0, let Ið = (03BB’ + 03B4, 03BB" - 03B4) and For ~ &#x3E; 0,

0  5  
2 

sin 2~, 03BB E and any cluster C, set

for any decomposition D, set

and let

2. BASIC ESTIMATES

LEMMA 2.1. 2014 Given x, E &#x3E; 0, there exists K = E)  oo and decom-

positions

such that for E  ~p ~ ~ 2014 G and all a

Proof - We refer to the proof of [4] ] Lemma 4.1.

LEMMA 2. 2. - For every there exists C = C(p) such that for
every decomposition D and all A E .~(~),

~~A*~1+rD~-zsA~~l~2~ 
Repeating this estimate p times, we obtain the Lemma.

LEMMA 2. 3. 2014 Given s, 5 &#x3E; 0

uniformly for 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ 2014 8, ~, E IR, ~, I &#x3E; &#x26;

Annales de l’Institut Henri Physique . theorique -



191BOUNDS ON MANY-BODY RESONANCES

Proof 2014 We note that

Choose p ~ N such that 2ps &#x3E; -. By [2] Lemma 2 . 5, there exists C = C(b, E)
4

such that for E ~ _ ~p ~ a - E, ~, E f~, ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~, t ~ 1

By Lemma 2.2 this implies

and o the lemma « follows.

LEMMA 2.4 2014 Given ~ 5 , &#x3E; 0, there " exists C = C(E, ,
such that for , H! ~ , E IR and all pairs (X, ~3

Proof. 2014 ~) is proved in [5 ], and ii) follows from i), using (2 .1) and the
1 st resolvent equation.

LEMMA 2 . 5. - Given E, b &#x3E; 0, there exists C = C(~), such that for

Proof. 2014 This follows from Lemma 2 . 4 and (2 . 2), since 1B C(B)

3. THE MAIN RESULT

We make the following induction assumptions :

(Bl) For every system of at most n - 1 particles, every pair of conse-
cutive real thresholds (~ ~,") of HC and every B &#x3E; 0, the set is bounded.

(B2) For every B, ð &#x3E; 0 there exists C = C( B, 5) such that for ~, E Ia,E,
(p E J~~ and f E ~f

Vol. 47, n° 2-1987.
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LEMMA 3.1. 2014 Given 8, ð &#x3E; 0, there exists C = C(8, ð) such that for
every decomposition D and for ~, E ~p E and f E ~

Proof 2014 f) follows from (Bl) and (B2) and the representation

where C1 ... Ck are the clusters of D, R~(~0=(H~(~)-~)-B
Ho,rei the free Hamiltonian of the centers-of-mass of C1, ..., Ck, and the
convolution is defined by integration over suitable contours (cf. [2] and [6] ]
for details). Using the uniformity in 03BB and 03C6 assumed in (Bl) and (B2) the
contours can be chosen depending on ~p and ~, so as to obtain the uniform
estimate i). The estimate ii) is an easy consequence of i), applying [2] ]
Lemma 2 . 7.

LEMMA 3 . 2. 2014 Given E, ~ &#x3E; 0, there exists C = 5) such that for all
D, (x, 

Proof

and i ) follows from Lemmas 2 . 5 and 3.1.
Moreover,

and ii) follows from i ) and Lemma 2 . 4 ii).

LEMMA 3.3. - Let ~, ð, ’t &#x3E; 0. There exists C = C(B, ð, r) and
such that for ME,a,~,, and

k = 1, ..., n - ~ C and any term of (1. 3) satisfies the
estimate

Annales de Henri Poincaré - Physique - -theorique -
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Proof 2014 Consider the case k = 1, the proof for k &#x3E; 1 is similar. By
definition of ME,a,~,, d(~, + e- 2~~t, (7(HD(~)))~~ for 
t E IR and for all D. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3 . 2 there exists C = C(E, ~) such
that ii) of Lemma 3.1 and ii) of Lemma 3.2 hold. Let xl - (~/2nC")2. By
Lemma 2.1, with x = there exist K 1 = =  00

and decompositions = + such that

and

This implies by Lemma 3.2

Let x2 - ( n )2. By Lemma 2 .1, with x - x2 , there exists
2nCnK1

K2= K2(x2, E)= K2(~, ~, and decompositions 
such that

By Lemma 3.1 ii) and Lemma 3.2 i) and ii) this implies

Repeating this procedure n times, we arrive at

where

and the lemma is proved.

Vol. 47, n° 2-1987.
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exists C = C(B, ð, (1, /3) such that for ~, E ~p E ME,a,~,, t E IR and all D and Dk,
with rD,Dk given by Definition 1.1,

Proof. - n the special case when Gl n Cj = tor a clusters G‘ 0 D
and cj of Dk, (3 . .3) with rD,Dk replaced by rD was proved in [2] Lemma 5 .1
for ~. E Ia,E, t E IR and ~p fixed in M£,a,~ . The proof was based on the convolu-
tion representation (3 . 1) of ,) and (3 . .3) with RDk replaced by Go
being the union of all clusters of D.

It is easy to check that the proof is valid also for rD,Dk utilizing the validity
of (3 . 3) with RDk replaced by the resolvent of the free Hamiltonian of the

m

particles in ~ i and the centers-of-mass of C 1, ... , Ck (cf. Def. 1.1 ).
i= 1

Using Lemma 3.1 one also verifies easily that C can in fact be chosen
independent of ~p E ME,a,~, .

LEMMA 3.5. Let  1  a , a + 03B2 _ ,  1 be fi xe d. Let E, 03B4, 03C4 &#x3E; 0, let

A(03C6, 03BB + e- E B(H) and assume that for 03BB E Ia,E, 03C6 E t E IR

Then there exist 1 ~ 11 &#x3E; 0, p &#x3E; 0 and C = C(E, ~, r, K) such that for
~, E E ME,a,~,, t E IR and all D and Dk

Proof. 2014 For k = n, (3.4) follows from Lemma 3.4. We now make the
following assumption :
The estimate (3.4) holds for all D and Dm with ~ ~ + 1. (3.4)k
We shall then prove (3.4) for m = k, and the lemma will follow. Let

11 &#x3E; 0, p &#x3E; 0 and C = C(G, ð, r, K) denote different constants, fixed in
each estimate.

By (1.6) and (3 .4)k it suffices to prove (3.4) with RDk replaced by IDkRDk.
We estimate a typical term as follows, using Lemma 3.3 and then repea-
tedly (3 . 4)k, Lemmas 2. 2 and 1.1 i), obtaining for ~, E E M£,a,~,, t E tR

where ’ Dk is obtained 0 by connecting £ all particles which are ’ connected o in

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique ’ theorique ’
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either D or Dk. We have also used the inequality (a + b)~ ~ ~ + b’’, valid
1,~ b &#x3E; 0.

By ( 1. 7) and (3 . 4)k it suffices in order to estimate the r. h. s. of (3 . 5) to
estimate the operator obtained by replacing RDk with A typical
term is estimated as follows, using Lemmas 1.1 ii), 3.4 and 2.2,

Using Lemma 3.3 and then repeatedly (3.4)~ Lemmas 2.2 and 1.1 i),
we obtain (3.4) for m = k, and the lemma is proved.

THEOREM 3.6. 2014 Let ~, 5 &#x3E; 0. Then

uniformly for 

Proof A typical term ~, + e - 2 i~t) is given, 
bv

By Lemma 3.3 it suffices to consider the case where va~ is replaced by
= 1 ... n - 1. Let L &#x3E; 0 be given. Applying repeatedly Lemmas 3 .1 ii)

and 3 . 5, we obtain for some ~&#x3E;0,0~~1,C= C(E, ð, ’t") &#x3E; 0

II 0 ... 0 ... 

Note that 11 and p depend only on a and {3, which are chosen fixed with
1

~32a,a+/3_ 1. 
(J

Thus, for any 6 &#x3E; 0 we can find 03C4 &#x3E; 0 such that pi’’  6 and then by
2

Lemma 2 . 3 T &#x3E; 0 such that for ~, E Ið,¿;, ~p E and t ~ T

The Theorem is proved.

DEFINITION 3.7. 2014  ~ be consecutive real thresholds with
I = (03BB’, 03BB") and let R, = | |  e J~I}. By (B 1 ), R,  oo . Let

= {03B6 e O~I| |03B6 - 03BB0| &#x3E; 2R~}, where 03BB0 = 2 
Let J~’I be the set

of limit points of ~ and let ~={~e~~(~~)~s}. Let

~1  ~2 ~ ... ~ ~p be the set of points in [~, ~"] with the property that

Vol. 47, n" 2-1987.
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for i = 1 ... p there exists [E, a - e] such that the half-line 03BEi
contains two points of the finite set ~. Let

For P E @Í,Re and 03BB E [03BB’, 03BB"], let dP(03BB) = d(03BBP, J). Clearly, Jp(/L) is a conti-
nuous function of 03BB and P. Let 03BB1(P)  ...  03BBr(P), y = r(P) be the points
in (/)/, 03BB") of intersection with IR of lines through P and points of ~I. Set
~=~o(P). ~=~+i(P) and let D{P) = min { max dp(~)}.i~~~+i Ài - 1 (P) ~ À ~ Ài(P) ’’ 

Clearly, D{P) &#x3E; 0 for P E @Í,Re.
LEMMA 3.8. - Inf { I P E @Í,Re } = ~(s) &#x3E; o.

- Assume that = o. Then there exists a
sequence C @Í,Re such that D{Pn) ~ 0 and either

In case " a) we have for i = 1, ... , r(Po ) + 1 for some x &#x3E; 0

hence there exist [~,~ _ 1 (Po ) + x, ~,~ (Pp ) - x ] such that

By the definition of = r{Po) for n large and ~ 

for i = 1, ... , r(Po ) + 1. Moreover, ~ so there exists N

such that for n &#x3E; N and i = 1, ... , r(Po ) + 1

and hence 4 D(Po), a contradiction.
In case b), for every /). E I, Arg (~,Pn) -~ 2014 2~o. Let /).i  ...  ~,r be the

points in (03BB’, 03BB") of intersection with IR of lines with direction con-

taining a point of By the definition of @í,Re there is only one point of
ffí on each such line, and = r(Po ) for n large. Let

Annales de Henri Poincaré - Physique - theorique -



197BOUNDS ON MANY-BODY RESONANCES

and choose x &#x3E; 0, [Ài-l + x, ~,~ - x ] such that

Choose N such that for n &#x3E; N and i = 1, ... , r + 1, 4 D and
[03BBi-1(Pn), 03BBi(Pn)]. Then 4 D, a contradiction.

THEOREM 3.9. 2014 For every 8 &#x3E; 0 the set ~I is bounded.

Proof 2014 Let and 5(s/2) be defined as in Definition 3 . 7 and Lemma 3 . 8,
and set 03B4 = min {5(s/2), 5 (sin 8)-1 }. Let P1 and P2 be the points of inter-
section + with ~,’ + 5 + ~-2~-./2) + 

with //’ 2014 5 + respectively.
By Theorem 3 . 6 we can choose R such that R &#x3E; 2RE~2 ,

and such that for ~e[~+5,~-~],
~P E ME~2,a,~,, t &#x3E; R - ~ ~," - ~’ ~ I

Let I ~ R }. ,..

Then D(P)~ 03B4, hence there exists for i = 1, ..., r(P) +1 ÀiE [03BBi- 1 (P), 03BBi(P) ]
such that 5"") ~ ~. Let 7, = ~), ~ = Arg (1iP). Then 
and  ~ R - |03BB" - 03BB’ I. It follows that for f = 1, ..., r(P) + 1,

and hence We have proved that

~{~!K-~o!R}.
Theorem 3.9 verifies the induction hypothesis (B1). We conclude by

verifying (B2).

THEOREM 3.10. - For every e, ~ &#x3E; 0 there exists C = C(8, 5) such that
for 03BB E E Js~,03B4,03BB

Proof 2014 We have

By Theorem 3 . 6, there exists Ro &#x3E; 0 such that for 03BB ~ I03B4,~, 03C6 s 

1

and hence

Vol. 47, n° 2-1987.
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Moreover, by Lemma 3 . 2, for any decomposition D and ~p and ~, as above,
r there exists C = 5) such that

and hence

From (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) we obtain for some C2 = C~(s, £5) and A E 

where . we have used o also 0 the continuity of /). in ~,, 1 and t.
The theorem follows from (3.10) and the fact that for |03BB| ~ 03B4 &#x3E; 0,
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